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Instructions
Case Studies & Best Practices (ECEE Track 3) will develop case studies and identify best practices based on
programs and initiatives that have been successful in addressing equity. This working group will become a channel to
identify great case studies and best practices to accelerate the transition to a more equitable clean-energy future.
This survey tool (https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ECEE-Case-Studies) allows you to indicate topics of interest to
you and to also submit up to three examples (or ideas or leads) for programs or initiatives that have successfully
addressed equity and that could be showcased as case studies. Based on this input, content will be created,
including webinars, papers, and educational media.
THIS ROUND OF SUBMISSIONS WILL END ON FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24TH, 2021. Be sure to click "Next" at the
bottom of each page to save the page. If you are interrupted, you may return to the same position using the same
device.
You will first identify yourself. Then there are two parts. You may complete Part 1 or Part 2 or both.
• First, tell us about your general preferences regarding "topics of interest" for case studies.
• Second, provide successful programs or initiatives that could be developed into formal case studies (or which
already exist). Part 2 is repeated two more times (i.e., pages 3, 4, and 5 are the same) to allow you to submit up
to three successful programs or initiatives.
If you have questions about this online survey, contact DEFG's Nat Treadway at ntreadway@defgllc.com.
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Contact
Nat Treadway
ntreadway@defgllc.com

DEFG is a customer insights and advisory
firm in the utility space. Through
collaborative research, data analysis and
peer-to-peer networking, we help our
clients achieve ways to better serve their
customers.
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